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We present a method for enhancing fluid simulations with realistic bubble
and foam detail. We treat bubbles as discrete air particles, two-way coupled
with a sparse volumetric Euler flow, as first suggested in [Stomakhin et al.
2020]. We elaborate further on their scheme and introduce a bubble iner-
tia correction term for improved convergence. We also show how one can
add bubbles to an already existing fluid simulation using our novel guiding
technique, which performs local re-simulation of fluid to achieve more inter-
esting bubble dynamics through coupling. As bubbles reach the surface, they
are converted into foam and simulated separately. Our foam is discretized
with smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH), and we replace forces normal
to the fluid surface with a fluid surface manifold advection constraint to
achieve more robust and stable results. The SPH forces are derived through
proper constitutive modeling of an incompressible viscous liquid, and we
explain why this choice is appropriate for “wet” types of foam. This allows
us to produce believable dynamics from close-up scenarios to large oceans,
with just a few parameters that work intuitively across a variety of scales.
Additionally, we present relevant research on air entrainment metrics and
bubble distributions that have been used in this work.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Grid-based Navier-Stokes simulators have a long history of pro-
ducing impressive examples of realistic water behaviors in visual
effects and animation. Unfortunately, they are inherently limited
by the grid resolution which makes them impractical for capturing
small-scale phenomena related to water aeration, such as tiny spray
and mist droplets off of breaking waves, swarms of fine underwater
bubbles, and intricate foam patterns on the surface. These simula-
tors are typically used to capture mid- to large-scale motion, which
is commonly referred to as bulk fluid.
Using adaptive grids may help capture extra surface detail, but

it is still prohibitively expensive when it comes to Eulerian resolu-
tion for water-air interactions. Consequently, spray, mist, bubbles,
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Fig. 1. Rocky beach. Ocean waves splash against a rocky beach creating
fascinating bubble and foam patterns simulated using our method. The
bottom view displays the bubbles (blue) and foam (white) more clearly
without the water surface. ©Wētā FX.

and foam—or collectively whitewater effects—are usually simulated
with Lagrangian particles. In a production environment it is often
desirable to have independent control over the looks of bulk fluid
and whitewater, so proper two-way coupling between them is al-
most never justified. Instead, whitewater particles are simulated in
a separate, or secondary, pass on pre-cached bulk fluid data which
remains unaffected.

Existing secondary simulation techniques are mostly phenomeno-
logical: a collection of simple models is embedded into a large and
often overfitted parameter space, requiring fine tuning of emission
and dynamics for each specific scenario. This paradigm puts a large
burden and reliance on highly trained technical artists. Using these
techniques, they do achieve remarkable results; but because of the
vast art-directable space, it is easy to exit the realm of believability
without a clear direction of how to get back. These issues manifest
in VFX production with comments from artists and directors such
as “the whitewater does not seem connected to the fluid” or “I don’t
believe <insert secondary effect> really behaves that way”.
We address these issues by presenting new methods for simu-

lating whitewater effects in a more principled manner. We focus
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on the whitewater components consisting of entrapped air, namely
underwater bubbles and surface foam. Our technique can produce
impressive whitewater effects that appear naturally connected to
the fluid in complex scenarios such as waves breaking against a
rocky beach (Figure 1) or a submarine breaching the ocean surface
(Figure 2). While our approach is still primarily intended as a sec-
ondary technique, our methods are versatile; and running them
simultaneously with the bulk water simulation in certain scenarios
can yield equally impressive results.
Previous bubble simulation techniques such as that of [Bender

et al. 2019; Ihmsen et al. 2012] simply advect bubble particles through
the containing fluid velocity field. One-way drag and buoyancy
forces may also be applied. While this does give the bubbles some
interesting motion, it lacks the two-way interaction that is essential
for the complex dynamics observed in the real world. In particular,
having bubbles affect the dynamics of water is essential to capture
collective effects, such as a collection of bubbles rising faster than a
single bubble, or dense groups of bubbles rising faster than sparse
ones. We build upon the idea from [Stomakhin et al. 2020] to achieve
this interaction, which provides a much more realistic, connected
look, and propose a bubble inertia correction to improve convergence
of the coupling scheme. Since themethod is based on discretizing the
equations of continuum mechanics, bubble dynamics look plausible
out of the box, requiring little to no parameter tuning.

We then introduce our guided simulation approach, which couples
bubbles with a locally re-simulated fluid, driven by a pre-cached
bulk motion. This way we maintain the interesting dynamics of a

Fig. 2. Submarine. A massive wake from a submarine creates swirling
bubbles and intricate foam patterns. ©Wētā FX.

two-way coupled scheme, while effectively running it as a secondary
simulation, thus preserving the look of the original bulk fluid.

Previous foam simulation techniques have either been overly sim-
plistic with particles merely being projected to the fluid surface as
they are advected [Ihmsen et al. 2012], or too complex with expen-
sive solves that are impractical for large ocean scenarios [Busaryev
et al. 2012; Yue et al. 2015]. We take a principled route and use a con-
stitutive model for “wet” foam which we discretize using smoothed
particle hydrodynamics (SPH). Themodel has an intuitive parameter
space and produces believable results across a range of scales. We
also provide a manifold advection technique that robustly connects
our foam with the liquid surface, based on [Morgenroth et al. 2020].
Our foam simulation approach has the fidelity for close-ups while
it also scales well and is able to cover large areas.
To determine aerated regions of water for bubble emission we

employ a simple aeration heuristic based on [Gualtieri et al. 2008],
Chapter 7. The bubbles are then emitted using an inverse-cubic
probability density function found in physics literature [Deike et al.
2016]. The overall procedure is controlled by a small and intuitive
parameter set and tends to consistently produce believable bubble
distributions. We also discuss our strategy for transitioning bubbles
into foam as they reach the water surface.

To summarize, our contributions are:

• Stable coupling scheme for bubbles and water.
• Guided bubbles simulation driven by a pre-cached bulk fluid.
• SPH discretization of a “wet” foam constitutive model.
• Manifold advection for precise surface tracking of foam.
• Emission and transition heuristics for bubbles and foam.

The combined result from these contributions creates a state-of-
the-art bubble and foam solver that we believe improves on the
currently most widely used systems.
The paper continues with a discussion of previous work in Sec-

tion 2. We introduce the coupling scheme between bubbles and
water in Section 3, followed by our novel guiding technique in Sec-
tion 4 and emission heuristics in Section 5. In Section 6 we present
our foam model, followed by Section 7 where we describe our state
transition strategies. Finally, we discuss results and conclusions in
Sections 8 and 9.

2 RELATED WORK
Our guided bubbles and foam methods augment fluid simulations
generated using modern computer graphics techniques that began
with the work of [Stam 1999]. It was extended with a particle level
set method from [Enright et al. 2002] to support accurate fluid-air
interface tracking and enable convincing water simulations. We
specifically focus on applying our method to Fluid Implicit Particle
(FLIP) [Zhu and Bridson 2005] simulations, as it is the state-of-the-
art bulk water simulation technique in VFX production implemented
in such software packages as SideFX Houdini and Autodesk Bifröst.
These and other fluid simulation techniques are covered in detail in
[Bridson 2015]. Other notable improvements in water simulation
include reduced dissipation through the use of higher order particle-
grid transfer methods [Fu et al. 2017; Jiang et al. 2015] and adaptive
techniques [Ando and Batty 2020; Losasso et al. 2004].
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Table 1. Summary of notations used to describe our coupling scheme be-
tween water and bubbles. Locations are p (particle), f (MAC face center),
and c (MAC cell center).

Symbol Units Location Meaning
𝜙𝑏 1 f volume fraction of bubbles
𝜙𝑤 1 f volume fraction of water
𝒃 N/m3 f buoyancy force density
𝒇 N/m3 f drag force density
𝒗 m/s f bubble velocity field
𝒖 m/s f water velocity field
𝑃 Pa c (pore) pressure
∇𝑃 Pa/m f pressure gradient
𝒙𝑝 m p position of particle 𝑝
𝒗𝑝 m/s p velocity of particle 𝑝
𝑚𝑝 kg p mass of particle 𝑝
𝑟𝑝 m p radius of particle 𝑝
𝑉𝑝 m3 p volume of particle 𝑝
𝒇𝑝 N p drag force on particle 𝑝
(∇𝑃)𝑝 Pa/m p pressure gradient at 𝒙𝑝

A number of research papers focus specifically on modeling un-
derwater bubbles. Kim et al. [2010] passively advect bubble particles
with the bulk fluid and use them to adjust effective density of water,
leading to naturalistic collective buoyancy effects. Their method
relies on a so-called Boussinesq approximation, which locks bubble
motion to that of water. In order to break up the bubble dynamics
they employ an ad hoc stochastic solver. Patkar et al. [2013] use an
Eulerian two-phase approach for simulating bubbles larger than the
fluid grid voxel size and passively advected particles for tracking
bubbles smaller than the fluid grid voxel size. They combine the
two in a single linear solve which also handles compressibility. The
technique works great for fully coupled close-up scenarios where
dynamics of the Eulerian counterpart motion can be fully appreci-
ated, but it would not scale to large ocean setups. Their Lagrangian
bubble counterpart on the other hand is simply driven by the bulk
water unidirectionally, similar to [Ihmsen et al. 2012]. Hong et al.
[2008] consider two-way coupling of Lagrangian bubbles with the
surrounding Eulerian fluid. The coupling scheme however is based
on an explicit exchange of lift, drag, and buoyancy forces, leading to
restrictive timestep requirements. The forces are also merely defined
heuristically, potentially making it difficult to consistently achieve a
desired look in a production environment. Losasso et al. [2008] also
recognize the importance of two-way coupling simulating Euler-
ian bulk water together with an aerated SPH component. We were
primarily inspired by the work of [Stomakhin et al. 2020], which
introduces a robust, semi-implicit method for two-way coupling
a grid-based fluid (Eulerian or FLIP) with Lagrangian bubble par-
ticles through physically based drag and pore pressure buoyancy
forces, and expand on their work by introducing a more stable in-
tegration scheme and a novel guiding approach. Similar coupling
schemes have also been explored in other contexts such as modeling
grains, hair, and cloth interacting with a fluid [Daviet and Bertails-
Descoubes 2017; Fei et al. 2018; Gao et al. 2018; Tampubolon et al.
2017].

Foam is a hard phenomenon to simulate accurately, and most of
the existing physically based methods would have difficulty scaling

Table 2. Summary of the used physical constants.

Symbol Units Value Meaning
𝒈 m/s2 (0,−9.81, 0) gravity vector
𝜌𝑤 kg/m3 1000 density of water
𝜌𝑏 kg/m3 1 density of air
`𝑤 Pa·s 0.001 dynamic viscosity of water
𝛾 N/m 0.072 surface tension of water

to cover large areas with foam. Busaryev et al. [2012] produce high-
fidelity results by simulating each bubble-bubble interaction using
Voronoi cells. Yue et al. [2015] consider foam consisting only of tiny
bubbles and employ an elasto-plastic continuous model which they
discretize using a material point method (MPM). Cleary et al. [2007]
use SPH to simulate the formation of thick foam in carbonated
liquids, and employ a soft particle discrete element style method to
model collisions between individual bubbles. For our application we
sought to prioritize scaling and interaction with the water surface
over the accuracy of the foam model itself, and resorted to a simpler
“wet” foam model which we present later. We use SPH [Becker and
Teschner 2007; Monaghan 1992; Müller et al. 2003] to discretize our
foam. Modeling the relevant surface tension and cohesion effects
with SPH is covered in [Akinci et al. 2013; Clavet et al. 2005; He
et al. 2014], and viscosity treatment is discussed in [Peer et al. 2015].
Dehnen and Aly [2012] give an overview of different SPH kernels.
The literature on complete whitewater systems is rather sparse.

The first detailed overview has been presented in [Ihmsen et al.
2012], with minor modifications later suggested in [Bender et al.
2019]. The SideFX Houdini whitewater solver seems to mostly fol-
low [Ihmsen et al. 2012], but also employs a PBD solver for the
foam to maintain distances between its particles. There also appears
to be little to no consensus on the optimal bubble emission met-
ric. Artists typically tune some combination of bulk fluid vorticity,
velocity magnitude and surface mean curvature, see [Bender et al.
2019; Ihmsen et al. 2012; Patkar et al. 2013]. Due to the manual and
phenomenological nature of the process, it tends to require a lot of
artistic time and does not translate easily from one setup to another.
We thus turn to more physically based emission metrics such as the
ones outlined in [Deike et al. 2016; Gualtieri et al. 2008].

3 COUPLING BUBBLES AND WATER
We begin by describing our approach for simulating air bubbles
entrapped in water. Our method is two-way coupled to capture the
essential interaction between bubbles and water that is absent in
previous methods. Using this method artists can easily achieve a
natural, connected look with less time-consuming parameter tuning.
Table 1 lists the notations used in this section, and Table 2 provides
a summary of physical constants used throughout this work.

3.1 Governing equations
To model interactions between bubbles and the surrounding fluid
we adopt a continuum approach. Let 𝜙𝑏 and 𝜙𝑤 = 1 − 𝜙𝑏 denote
the volume fractions of bubbles and water respectively. Following
[Anderson and Jackson 1967; Daviet and Bertails-Descoubes 2017],
we write the internal pressure of the water and bubbles as fractions
of the pore pressure 𝑃 , that is 𝜙𝑏𝑃 and 𝜙𝑤𝑃 , respectively. The force
per unit volume exerted by the water onto the bubbles is the sum
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of drag 𝒇 , discussed later, and generalized buoyancy

𝒃 = 𝜙𝑤∇ (𝜙𝑏𝑃) − 𝜙𝑏∇ (𝜙𝑤𝑃) .
The conservation of momentum equations for bubble and water
phases thus read

𝜙𝑏𝜌𝑏
𝐷𝒗

𝐷𝑡
= 𝜙𝑏𝜌𝑏𝒈 + 𝒇 + 𝒃 − ∇ (𝜙𝑏𝑃) ,

𝜙𝑤𝜌𝑤
𝐷𝒖

𝐷𝑡
= 𝜙𝑤𝜌𝑤𝒈 − 𝒇 − 𝒃 − ∇ (𝜙𝑤𝑃) ,

respectively, where 𝐷
𝐷𝑡

is the material derivative, 𝒗 is the velocity of
bubbles, 𝒖 is the velocity of water, 𝜌𝑏 is the density of air, 𝜌𝑤 is the
density of water, and 𝒈 is gravity. Noting that 𝒃 = 𝑃∇𝜙𝑏 = −𝑃∇𝜙𝑤 ,
the momentum equations can be rewritten as

𝜙𝑏𝜌𝑏
𝐷𝒗

𝐷𝑡
= 𝜙𝑏𝜌𝑏𝒈 + 𝒇 − 𝜙𝑏∇𝑃 (1)

𝜙𝑤𝜌𝑤
𝐷𝒖

𝐷𝑡
= 𝜙𝑤𝜌𝑤𝒈 − 𝒇 − 𝜙𝑤∇𝑃 . (2)

The system is closed by enforcing incompressibility of the mixture

∇ · (𝜙𝑤𝒖 + 𝜙𝑏𝒗) = 0. (3)

3.2 Spatial discretization
Bubbles. We use Lagrangian particles to represent the bubbles.

Assuming a non-zero bubble fraction 𝜙𝑏 and integrating the bubbles
conservation equation (1) over the volume 𝑉𝑝 of a particle yields

𝑚𝑝

d𝒗𝑝
d𝑡

=𝑚𝑝𝒈 +
𝑉𝑝

𝜙𝑏
𝒇 (𝒙𝑝 ) −𝑉𝑝∇𝑃 (𝒙𝑝 ),

d𝒙𝑝
d𝑡

= 𝒗𝑝 , (4)

where𝑚𝑝 = 𝜌𝑏𝑉𝑝 , 𝒗𝑝 and 𝒙𝑝 are mass, velocity, and position of the
bubble particle, respectively. Instead of starting with a drag force
density field 𝒇 , we define the drag force per particle 𝒇𝑝 =

𝑉𝑝

𝜙𝑏
𝒇 (𝒙𝑝 )

in equation (4) directly as

𝒇𝑝 = 𝜒𝑏`𝑤𝑟𝑝

(
6𝜋 + 𝜋

2
𝜌𝑤𝑟𝑝 ∥Δ𝒗𝑝 ∥

`𝑤

)
Δ𝒗𝑝 . (5)

We can then retrieve force density 𝒇 by splatting 𝒇𝑝 onto the Euler-
ian grid to be used in the water equation (2). Here Δ𝒗𝑝 = 𝒗𝑝 −𝒖 (𝒙𝑝 )
is the difference in velocity between the bubble and the surround-
ing fluid, `𝑤 is the dynamic viscosity of water, 𝑟𝑝 is the radius
of the bubble, and 𝜒𝑏 is a dimensionless bubble drag coefficient.

Fig. 3. Propellers. Two rotating propellers induce fluid circulation inside
of a pool making naturalistic bubble and foam patterns. ©Wētā FX.

Equation (5) was borrowed from [Daviet and Bertails-Descoubes
2017]; it combines the linear Stokes drag force formula for laminar
flows with a second-order term that captures turbulent bubble-water
interactions. The bubble motion equations (4) then become

𝑚𝑝

d𝒗𝑝
d𝑡

=𝑚𝑝𝒈 + 𝒇𝑝 −𝑉𝑝∇𝑃 (𝒙𝑝 ),
d𝒙𝑝
d𝑡

= 𝒗𝑝 . (6)

Water. We use standard staggered marker-and-cell (MAC) grid
discretization for the water [Harlow and Welch 1965]. Even though
we mainly focus on fully Eulerian fluids in our derivations, it is
worth noting that our coupling approach works exactly the same
way for FLIP fluids, since they have a grid-based representation.

Fields 𝒖, 𝜌𝑤 , 𝜙𝑤 , and ∇𝑃 are defined on grid faces, while 𝑃 is
defined at cell centers. The drag force𝒇𝑝 and buoyancy are calculated
on the bubbles by interpolating surrounding water velocity 𝒖 and
pressure gradient ∇𝑃 from the Eulerian grid. 𝒇𝑝 is then rasterized
back to the faces of the grid with a minus sign, and added as a
forcing term −𝒇 to the bulk fluid; so equation (2) becomes

𝜌𝑤
𝐷𝒖

𝐷𝑡
= 𝜌𝑤𝒈 −

𝒇

𝜙𝑤
− ∇𝑃 . (7)

Fractions 𝜙𝑏 are computed by rasterizing bubble volumes to grid
faces. We then compute 𝜙𝑤 = 1 − 𝜙𝑏 . Bubble velocities 𝒗𝑝 are also
splatted to grid faces to obtain 𝒗. Rasterization and interpolation
are described in detail in Section 3.3.1. We next discuss numerical
integration of the system of equations (6), (7), and (3).

3.3 Time integration
We do a standard operator splitting of the self-advection term in
the fluid momentum equation (7), allowing us to advect both water
and bubble particles separate from the rest of the solve at the begin-
ning of each timestep. With advection separated, the water velocity
update equation becomes

𝜌𝑤
𝜕𝒖

𝜕𝑡
= 𝜌𝑤𝒈 −

𝒇

𝜙𝑤
− ∇𝑃 . (8)

For the remainder of the timestep the positions of water and bubble
particles are assumed to be fixed, and only velocities are updated.
This way we ensure consistent treatment of advection and velocity
updates for both phases.
Within each Newton step we solve for the velocities of bubbles

using the first equation in (6), assuming the prescribedwater velocity
and pressure. We then solve (8) and (3) for the water by performing
a pressure projection, assuming the prescribed velocities of the
bubbles. As mentioned earlier, since the bubbles are modeled as
Lagrangian particles interacting with an Eulerian bulk fluid through
buoyancy and drag, additional splatting and interpolation is required
to transfer particle data to and from the grid. An overview of our
scheme is shown in Figure 4.

3.3.1 Rasterization and interpolation. We use ( 𝒊, 𝛼) to refer to a face
of an Eulerian grid, indexed by voxel 𝒊 and axis 𝛼 . The value at face
( 𝒊, 𝛼) of the bubble fraction 𝜙𝑏 field is computed by accumulating
weighted particle volumes and then dividing by the volume of a
grid voxel (stage 3 in Figure 4)

(𝜙𝑏 )𝒊,𝛼 =

∑
𝑝 𝑉𝑝𝑁

𝒊,𝛼
𝑝

(Δ𝑥)3
, (9)
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rf?

<latexit sha1_base64="3ZadHCDB66x71SDKI7rhROIipog=">AAABb3icjY7LSsNAGIX/1FuNt6gLF4IUs1GQ0JSK26IbFy4qmLZgapgZJ2Ho3JiZCBLyHm71rXwM38Co2bgQ/FaH/5zDf7DmzLp+/93rLC2vrK511/2Nza3tnWB3b2JVaQhNiOLKzDCylDNJE8ccpzNtKBKY0yleXH350ydqLFPyzj1rOheokCxnBLnm9JBKhDlKsajyOtNZEMZR/5ve3yKElnEW3KSPipSCSkc4svbesoIomZ/FA+3mFSICGVf7fqpRQWUpMDVMFlWhcLOv9tPSUo3IojErLOr/vZ8MongYnd8Ow9FlO6QLh3AMJxDDBYzgGsaQAAEDL/AKb/DhHXhHXu8n2vHazj78wjv9BKxqXZs=</latexit>

u:

<latexit sha1_base64="im1pskVLjp9/EeqS8bl6/bFsC+Y=">AAABaXicjY7LSsNAGIX/1FuNl6a6Ed2I2biQ0JSK26IbFy4qmDZgapkZp2HI3JiZCBLyEm71xXwGX8Ko2bgQ/FaH/5zDf7DmzLrB4N3rrKyurW90N/2t7Z3dXtDfm1pVGkITorgyKUaWciZp4pjjNNWGIoE5neHi6sufPVFjmZJ37lnTuUC5ZEtGkGtOaYZFVdYPxSII42jwzfHfIoSWySK4yR4VKQWVjnBk7b1lOVFyeRYPtZtXiAhkXO37mUY5laXA1DCZV7nCzbLaz0pLNSJFY1ZY1P97Px1G8Sg6vx2F48t2SBeO4AROIYYLGMM1TCABAhxe4BXe4MPrewfe4U+047WdffiFF34CbL5bDg==</latexit>

r%:

<latexit sha1_base64="balfWEnyzKNmPkWcs3JBP17NdUU=">AAABa3icjY7LSsNAGIX/qbcab9Hu1EUxCC4kJKXitujGhYsIpi2aWmbGaRgyl5CZCBLyFm71vXwI38Go2bgQ/FaH/5zDf0guuLFB8I46S8srq2vddWdjc2t7x93dGxtdFpTFVAtdTAk2THDFYsutYNO8YFgSwSYku/zyJ0+sMFyrW/ucs5nEqeILTrFtTneJwkTgfvSQzV0v9INv+n8LD1qiuXudPGpaSqYsFdiYe8NTqtXiNBzkdlZhKnFha8dJcpwyVUrCCq7SKtWk2VY7SWlYjmnWmBWR9f/ejwd+OPTPbobe6KId0oUDOIITCOEcRnAFEcRAQcELvMIbfKAe2keHP9EOajs9+AU6/gTsPVtU</latexit>

�+?r%:

<latexit sha1_base64="SMA3YdpgvhlfvJMir9KmJW1YSU0=">AAABb3icjY7NSsNAFIVv6l+Nf1EXLgQpdqOgJSkVt0U3LlxEMGnBtGFmnIYhk5lhZiJIyHu41bfyMXwDo2bjQvBbHe45h3uw4sxY3393OkvLK6tr3XV3Y3Nre8fb3YuNLDWhEZFc6ilGhnImaGSZ5XSqNEUF5nSC8+svf/JEtWFS3NtnRWcFygRbMIJsc5qfx6lKBMIc9cJ5nnr9YOB/0/tb9KElTL3b5FGSsqDCEo6MeTAsI1IszoKhsrMKkQJpW7tuolBGRVlgqpnIqkziZl/tJqWhCpG8MStc1P97Hw8HwWhwcTfqj6/aIV04hGM4gQAuYQw3EEIEBDS8wCu8wYdz4Bw5vZ9ox2k7+/AL5/QT3Elczg==</latexit>

u

<latexit sha1_base64="udTBeue6yPhum8iaMGpZRg/4OV0=">AAABZ3icjY7LSsNAGIX/qbcaL40KIrhRs3EhISkVt0U3LlxUMGnBlDIzTsPYzIWZiSAh7+BW38xH8C2Mmo0LwW91+M85/IfoglsXRe+os7S8srrWXfc2Nre2e/7ObmpVaShLqCqUmRBsWcElSxx3BZtow7AgBRuTxdWXP35ixnIl79yzZlOBc8nnnGLXnNKMiKqsZ34Qh9E3R3+LAFpGM/8me1C0FEw6WmBr7y3PqZLzs7iv3bTCVGDjas/LNM6ZLAVhhsu8yhVpdtVeVlqmMV00ZkXEP9+n/TAehOe3g2B42Q7pwiGcwCnEcAFDuIYRJEDhEV7gFd7gA/XQPjr4iXZQ29mDX6DjT1bhWjE=</latexit>

q1

<latexit sha1_base64="m5AXhm3aePvooNC1y/2Yj+qd/jI=">AAABZ3icjY7LSsNAGIX/1FuNl0YFEdyo2biQkJQWt0U3LlxUMGnBlDAzTuPYuZGZCBLyDm71zXwE38Ko2bgQ/FaH/5zDf7DmzNgwfHc6S8srq2vddXdjc2u75+3sJkaVBaExUVwVU4wM5UzS2DLL6VQXFAnM6QQvLr/8yRMtDFPy1j5rOhMol2zOCLLNKUn1A8tw5vlREH5z9LfwoWWcedfpvSKloNISjoy5MywnSs7Por62swoRgQpbu26qUU5lKTAtmMyrXOFmV+2mpaEakUVjVljU/3uf9INoEAxvBv7ooh3ShUM4gVOI4BxGcAVjiIHAI7zAK7zBh9Nz9p2Dn2jHaTt78Avn+BMdRFn3</latexit>

x?

<latexit sha1_base64="LwHKGPK4Bz762vR9tPktMKvIr8s=">AAABaXicjY7LSsNAGIX/1FuNl6a6Ed2I2biQkJSK26IbFy4qmDZgSpgZp2Ho3JiZiBLyEm71xXwGX8Kq2bgQ/FaH/5zDf7DmzLo4fvc6K6tr6xvdTX9re2e3F/T3JlZVhtCUKK5MhpGlnEmaOuY4zbShSGBOp3hx9eVPH6mxTMk796zpTKBSsjkjyC1PWY5F/dQUugjCJIq/Of5bhNAyLoKb/EGRSlDpCEfW3ltWEiXnZ8lAu1mNiEDGNb6fa1RSWQlMDZNlXSq8XNb4eWWpRmSxNGssmv+9nwyiZBid3w7D0WU7pAtHcAKnkMAFjOAaxpACAQ4v8Apv8OH1vQPv8Cfa8drOPvzCCz8BdbZbFw==</latexit>

f

<latexit sha1_base64="37GLP3tormN8yrwnkQXEiTmSev8=">AAABZ3icjY7LSsNAGIX/qbcaL40KIrhRs3EhoSkVt0U3LlxUMGnBlDIzTsLYzIWZiSAh7+BW38xH8C2Mmo0LwW91+M85/IfoglvX77+jztLyyupad93b2Nza7vk7u4lVpaEspqpQZkqwZQWXLHbcFWyqDcOCFGxCFldf/uSJGcuVvHPPms0EziXPOMWuOSUpEVVWz/0gCvvfHP0tAmgZz/2b9EHRUjDpaIGtvbc8p0pmZ9FAu1mFqcDG1Z6XapwzWQrCDJd5lSvS7Kq9tLRMY7pozIqIf75PBmE0DM9vh8Hosh3ShUM4gVOI4AJGcA1jiIHCI7zAK7zBB+qhfXTwE+2gtrMHv0DHn0fwWiI=</latexit>

rf

<latexit sha1_base64="q/QZFvFYMz49QNHdeSpWuQTN9ao=">AAABbXicjY7LSsNAGIX/1FuNl0bFlSJiFrqQkJSK26IbFy4qmLZgSpkZJ2Ho3JiZCBLyGm71tXwKX8Go2bgQ/FaH/5zDf7DmzLo4fvc6S8srq2vddX9jc2u7F+zsjq0qDaEpUVyZKUaWciZp6pjjdKoNRQJzOsGL6y9/8kSNZUreu2dNZwIVkuWMINecskwizFGGRZXX8yBMovib479FCC2jeXCbPSpSCiod4cjaB8sKomR+nvS1m1WICGRc7fuZRgWVpcDUMFlUhcLNutrPSks1IovGrLD45/txP0oG0cXdIBxetUO6cAAncAYJXMIQbmAEKRDQ8AKv8AYf3r536B39RDte29mDX3inn4vqXLg=</latexit>

rf
qF

�C

<latexit sha1_base64="Jiq+BqFiXr3aHm62br2dk22GkQY=">AAABhnicjY67SgNBGIX/ibe4XhK1tAmmsZAlGxLSBrWwsIhgLuCEMDPOrkPmxsysIss+gE9jq4/i27hqGgvBr/o55/ycQ60UPnQ6H6i2tr6xuVXfjnZ29/YbzYPDiTe5Y3zMjDRuRonnUmg+DiJIPrOOE0Uln9LlxZc/feTOC6Nvw7Plc0UyLVLBSKikRbONU0dYgTWhkmCqirQsC2wfxOKpxJdcBtIKVSqJO9+0/j7asGK0aF7je8NyxXVgknh/50XGjE7Pkq4N84IwRVwoowhbknGdK8qd0FmRGVrNLiOce24JW1ZmQVX5v/pJN056cf+m1x6er4bU4RhO4BQSGMAQrmAEY2DwAq/wBu+ojmLUR4OfaA2tfo7gF2j4CROwZgU=</latexit>

v:+1

<latexit sha1_base64="X09/RTuLS3Eg+0kBTTBxEtjCBQU=">AAABbXicjY7LSsNAGIX/qbcab1FxpYiYhYISklJxW3TjwkUF0xZMLTPjNAzNXJiZFCTkNdzqa/kUvoJRs3Eh+K0O/zmH/xCdc+ui6B21FhaXllfaq97a+sbmlr+9M7CqMJQlVOXKjAi2LOeSJY67nI20YViQnA3J7PrLH86ZsVzJe/es2VjgTPIpp9jVpzQlopxXj+XsLK4mfhCH0TdHf4sAGvoT/zZ9UrQQTDqaY2sfLM+oktPzuKPduMRUYOMqz0s1zpgsBGGGy6zMFKnXVV5aWKYxndVmScQ/3w86YdwNL+66Qe+qGdKGfTiGU4jhEnpwA31IgIKGF3iFN/hAe+gAHf5EW6jp7MIv0MknYIFciw==</latexit>

Fig. 4. Our scheme for coupling Lagrangian bubble particles (top) with an Eulerian fluid (bottom). For every timestep, stages 1-4 are executed in order. Stages
A-G are executed in order for each Newton step to obtain the next set of approximations 𝒗𝑘+1𝑝 , 𝑃𝑘+1, and 𝒖𝑘+1. ©Wētā FX.

where 𝑁 𝒊,𝛼
𝑝 is the tri-linear weight of a particle 𝑝 with respect to

the center of the face ( 𝒊, 𝛼), and Δ𝑥 is the voxel size of the Euler-
ian grid. Bubble velocities 𝒗𝑝 are rasterized using a momentum-
conserving MPM-style [Stomakhin et al. 2013] method, by accu-
mulating volume-weighted velocities first and then dividing by the
total volume

𝑣 𝒊,𝛼 =

∑
𝑝 𝑣

𝛼
𝑝𝑉𝑝𝑁

𝒊,𝛼
𝑝∑

𝑝 𝑉𝑝𝑁
𝒊,𝛼
𝑝

. (10)

Here 𝑣𝛼𝑝 denotes the component 𝛼 of vector 𝒗𝑝 , that is 𝑣𝛼𝑝 = 𝒗𝑝 ·
𝒆𝛼 , where 𝒆𝛼 is the unit vector along axis 𝛼 . Note that face ( 𝒊, 𝛼)
velocity 𝑣 𝒊,𝛼 is a scalar, as are all other quantities defined on MAC
grid faces. Unlike fractions 𝜙𝑏 , velocities 𝒗 need to be recomputed
through rasterization for every Newton step to mirror the updates
on bubble velocities 𝒗𝑝 (stage D of Figure 4). Particle drag forces 𝒇𝑝
are rasterized to grid faces (stage E of Figure 4) to obtain the grid
force density 𝒇 as

𝑓𝒊,𝛼 =

∑
𝑝 𝑓 𝛼𝑝 𝑁

𝒊,𝛼
𝑝

(Δ𝑥)3
. (11)

The pressure gradient ∇𝑃 and velocity 𝒖 for stages A and B of
Figure 4 are interpolated to particles, respectively, as

(∇𝑃)𝑝 =
∑︁
𝛼

∑︁
𝒊

(∇𝑃)𝒊,𝛼𝑁 𝒊,𝛼
𝑝 𝒆𝛼 , (12)

𝒖𝑝 =
∑︁
𝛼

∑︁
𝒊

𝑢𝒊,𝛼𝑁
𝒊,𝛼
𝑝 𝒆𝛼 . (13)

3.3.2 Bubble velocity update. The bubble particle velocity update
(stage C of Figure 4) happens in accordance with the first equation
in (6). Performing a backward Euler Newton step on this ODE is
straightforward, as the non-linearity only comes from the implicit
dependence of 𝒇𝑝 on 𝒗𝑝

𝑚𝑝

𝒗𝑘+1𝑝 − 𝒗0𝑝
Δ𝑡

=𝑚𝑝𝒈 −𝑉𝑝∇𝑃𝑘 (𝒙0𝑝 ) +

𝒇𝑝 (𝒗𝑘𝑝 ) + ∇𝒗𝒇𝑝 (𝒗𝑘𝑝 )
(
𝒗𝑘+1𝑝 − 𝒗𝑘𝑝

)
,

where superscript 𝑘 + 1 indicates the updated Newton estimate to
be computed given the previous one with superscript 𝑘 . 𝒗0𝑝 and 𝒙0𝑝
are the velocity and position of a bubble before the start of Newton
iteration respectively, corresponding to 𝑘 = 0, and Δ𝑡 is the timestep

size. 𝒇𝑝 of course also depends on the surrounding fluid velocity,
but we drop the 𝒖𝑘 argument here for brevity as it is fixed during
the bubble update. Rearranging the terms gives(𝑚𝑝

Δ𝑡
− ∇𝒗𝒇𝑝 (𝒗𝑘𝑝 )

) (
𝒗𝑘+1𝑝 − 𝒗𝑘𝑝

)
= −

𝑚𝑝

Δ𝑡

(
𝒗𝑘𝑝 − 𝒗0𝑝

)
+

𝑚𝑝𝒈 + 𝒇𝑝 (𝒗𝑘𝑝 ) −𝑉𝑝∇𝑃𝑘 (𝒙0𝑝 ),

revealing that the velocity correction 𝒗𝑘+1𝑝 − 𝒗𝑘𝑝 is computed by
inverting a 3x3 matrix 𝑚𝑝

Δ𝑡 − ∇𝒗𝒇𝑝 (𝒗
𝑘
𝑝 ).

Pressure gradient ∇𝑃 interpolated from the grid is not available
at the start of Newton iteration. Though it can be obtained through
advection from the previous timestep, we have found that using a
zero pressure gradient for the first Newton step works as well.

3.3.3 Water velocity update. Computing pressure and updating
fluid velocity on the Eulerian grid (stage G of Figure 4) happens in
accordance with equation (8) coupled with the incompressibility
condition (3). A backward Euler Newton step for (8) reads

𝜌𝑤
𝒖𝑘+1 − 𝒖0

Δ𝑡
= 𝜌𝑤𝒈 −

𝒇 (𝒖𝑘 )
𝜙𝑤

− ∇𝒖𝒇 (𝒖
𝑘 )

𝜙𝑤

(
𝒖𝑘+1 − 𝒖𝑘

)
− ∇𝑃𝑘+1,

where 𝒖0 is the velocity of the fluid before the start of the Newton
iteration. Here we have accounted for the fact that drag force 𝒇
depends on fluid velocity 𝒖, and hence the corresponding gradient
is needed for the implicit update. In practice both 𝒇𝑝 and ∇𝒖𝒇𝑝 are
computed on the particles and then splatted with a negative sign
(stage E of Figure 4) to the fluid grid faces, to get −𝒇 and −∇𝒖𝒇
respectively. We adopt a diagonally lumped form of ∇𝒖𝒇𝑝 which
makes splatting to a staggered MAC grid trivial: we simply splat the
diagonal of ∇𝒖𝒇𝑝 to grid faces in the same manner that we splat 𝒇𝑝
in (11). Rearranging the terms and combining with incompressibility
condition (3) yields a system with respect to 𝒖𝑘+1 and 𝑃𝑘+1(

𝜌𝑤

Δ𝑡
+ ∇𝒖𝒇 (𝒖

𝑘 )
𝜙𝑤

) (
𝒖𝑘+1 − 𝒖𝑘

)
= −𝜌𝑤

Δ𝑡

(
𝒖𝑘 − 𝒖0

)
+

𝜌𝑤𝒈 −
𝒇 (𝒖𝑘 )
𝜙𝑤

− ∇𝑃𝑘+1,

(14)

∇ ·
(
𝜙𝑤𝒖

𝑘+1 + 𝜙𝑏𝒗𝑘+1
)
= 0. (15)
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The system of (14) and (15) is similar to a standard pressure projec-
tion for incompressible fluids, and we solve it using the variational
framework of [Batty et al. 2007]. The difference is only in an extra
density correction term ∇𝒖𝒇 (𝒖𝑘 )

𝜙𝑤
Δ𝑡 , which is trivial to incorporate

by adding it to 𝜌𝑤 (stage D of Figure 4). This step effectively implies
implicit integration of the drag force, which is important for faster
convergence as we employ a non-linear drag formulation (5). Bubble
fractions 𝜙𝑏 and velocities 𝒗𝑘+1, obtained through splatting (stages
3 and D of Figure 4), simply act as kinematic colliders. We discuss
the resulting discrete Poisson problem in detail in the next section,
where we also introduce our bubble inertia correction method.

3.4 Pressure projection
Let us first derive the discrete Poisson problem corresponding to
the system of equations (14) and (15). To simplify the notations, we
define effective mass density and effective force density as

𝜌★ = 𝜌𝑤 +
∇𝒖𝒇 (𝒖𝑘 )

𝜙𝑤
Δ𝑡, 𝒇★ = −𝜌𝑤

Δ𝑡

(
𝒖𝑘 − 𝒖0

)
+ 𝜌𝑤𝒈 −

𝒇 (𝒖𝑘 )
𝜙𝑤

,

respectively, both of which would exist on the faces of the Eulerian
grid. We also drop the 𝑘 + 1 index from the unknowns 𝒖 and 𝑃 we
are solving for. With this the system becomes

𝜌★

Δ𝑡

(
𝒖 − 𝒖𝑘

)
= 𝒇★ − ∇𝑃, ∇ ·

(
𝜙𝑤𝒖 + 𝜙𝑏𝒗𝑘+1

)
= 0. (16)

Let 𝑮 be the discrete gradient operator which maps a field defined
on grid cells to one defined on faces. Note that −𝑮𝑇 is then the
corresponding discrete divergence operator. Also let 𝚽𝑤 , 𝚽𝑏 , 𝑫★ be
discrete diagonal operators defined on faces corresponding to 𝜙𝑤 ,
𝜙𝑏 , and 𝜌★ respectively. The discrete representation of (16) is then

1
Δ𝑡

𝑫★

(
𝒖 − 𝒖𝑘

)
= 𝒇★ − 𝑮𝑃, 𝑮𝑇 (𝚽𝑤𝒖 + 𝚽𝑏𝒗

𝑘+1) = 0, (17)

where we slightly abuse the notations by reusing 𝒖, 𝒗𝑘+1, and 𝒇★
as discrete vectors defined on grid faces, and 𝑃 as a discrete vector
defined on grid cells. Applying 𝑮𝑇

𝚽𝑤𝑫−1★ Δ𝑡 to the first equation
and substituting 𝑮𝑇

𝚽𝑤𝒖 into the second one yields the Schur com-
plement system for 𝑃

Δ𝑡𝑮𝑇
𝚽𝑤𝑫

−1
★ 𝑮𝑃 = 𝑮𝑇

(
𝚽𝑤

(
𝒖𝑘 + Δ𝑡𝑫−1★ 𝒇★

)
+ 𝚽𝑏𝒗

𝑘+1
)
, (18)

which is a discrete Poisson problem, with a diagonally weighted dis-
crete Laplacian for the matrix. The right hand side is the divergence
of the mixture of “explicitly” updated fluid velocity 𝒖𝑘 + Δ𝑡𝑫−1★ 𝒇★
and bubble velocity 𝒗𝑘+1 in accordance with fractions 𝚽𝑤 and 𝚽𝑏 .
System (18) can be solved using a (preconditioned) conjugate gradi-
ent method. With the solution for 𝑃 available, 𝒖 is readily computed
from the first equation in (17).

System of equations (16) has an obvious drawback: it treats bub-
bles as having a prescribed velocity, or being infinitely heavy. Given
that the density of air is about 1000x smaller than that of water,
this is a rather crude approximation. Even though our coupling
scheme tends to produce good-looking results in practice, we did
observe some cases where the Newton iteration scheme was having
convergence issues; see Figure 6 (left). To fix the problem, we al-
low bubble velocity to participate in the solve by adding a reduced

Fig. 5. Coupling. Lagrangian bubbles (left) two-way coupled with an Euler-
ian fluid (right) interacting with an animated toy. ©Wētā FX.

bubble momentum update equation to (16), to obtain
𝜌★

Δ𝑡

(
𝒖 − 𝒖𝑘

)
= 𝒇★ − ∇𝑃, (19)

𝜌𝑏

Δ𝑡

(
𝒗 − �̃�𝑘+1

)
= −\∇𝑃, (20)

∇ · (𝜙𝑤𝒖 + 𝜙𝑏𝒗) = 0. (21)

We call the bubble momentum update (20) reduced because it only
contains a buoyancy contribution, but not other forces such as drag.
This is sufficient to account for the inertia of bubbles in the pressure
projection. System of equations (19), (20), and (21) is to be solved
for unknowns 𝒖, 𝒗, and 𝑃 . Note how the incompressibility condition
(21) has been updated to use 𝒗. And even though 𝒗 is not useful by
itself and can be discarded after the solve, its contribution allows
for a more accurate bubble inertia aware estimation of 𝒖 and 𝑃 , as
opposed to the bubble inertia unaware formulation (16). The finite
difference in equation (20) is computed with respect to

�̃�𝑘+1 = 𝒗𝑘+1 + \ ∇𝑃
𝑘Δ𝑡

𝜌𝑏
, (22)

which is 𝒗𝑘+1 with the buoyancy update removed, as we are re-
solving for it. We have also introduced a compliance coefficient
\ ∈ [0, 1] as a means of adjusting the fraction of bubble inertia,
to take into account in (20), and consequently the fraction of bubble
buoyancy to re-solve for in (22).
As before, to solve the system of equations (19), (20), and (21)

numerically we build its discrete representation as
1
Δ𝑡

𝑫★

(
𝒖 − 𝒖𝑘

)
= 𝒇★ − 𝑮𝑃, (23)

1
Δ𝑡

𝑫𝑏

(
𝒗 − �̃�𝑘+1

)
= −\𝑮𝑃, (24)

𝑮𝑇 (𝚽𝑤𝒖 + 𝚽𝑏𝒗) = 0. (25)

Applying 𝑮𝑇
𝚽𝑤𝑫−1★ Δ𝑡 to (23) and 𝑮𝑇

𝚽𝑏𝑫
−1
𝑏

Δ𝑡 to (24), and substi-
tuting 𝑮𝑇

𝚽𝑤𝒖 and 𝑮𝑇
𝚽𝑏𝒗 into (25) yields

Δ𝑡𝑮𝑇 (
𝚽𝑤𝑫

−1
★ + \𝚽𝑏𝑫

−1
𝑏

)
𝑮𝑃 =

𝑮𝑇
(
𝚽𝑤 (𝒖𝑘 + Δ𝑡𝑫−1★ 𝒇★) + 𝚽𝑏 �̃�

𝑘+1
)
,

(26)

which differs from equation (18) by introducing the bubble inertia
correction term\𝚽𝑏𝑫

−1
𝑏

to the diagonal scaling of the Laplacian. This
correction together with (22) facilitates better overall convergence
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of the coupling scheme and allows us to use fewer Newton iterations
in practice, especially with larger bubble fractions 𝜙𝑏 .

3.5 Discussion
Figure 5 shows bubbles coupled with an Eulerian fluid simulated
using our method. The bubble radii are varied from 0.5 mm to 0.5 cm
using the distribution function presented later in Section 5. The fluid
is represented sparsely within a narrow band of the bubble particles,
and a hydrostatic pressure boundary condition is enforced on the
outside. A kinematic animated toy also influences the pressure solve
through a Neumann boundary condition. Though not seen in the
static image, the bigger bubbles tend to be primarily influenced
by the buoyancy force and hence rise faster compared to smaller
bubbles, whose motion is primarily dominated by the fluid drag
force. This natural breakup between the bubble scales is the result
of our use of a physically based drag force model (5). Drag coefficient
𝜒𝑏 = 1 is a great default value which we have used for all of the
examples in this paper. Deviating from it may help address artistic
notes, but we have found adjusting bubble size distribution to be a
more intuitive control.
The compliance fraction \ = 0 corresponds to inertia unaware

pressure projection (18), where bubble velocities are “locked”. On
the other hand, the inertia aware regime \ = 1 allows the fluid to
push the bubbles around. Both regimes perform on par when the
content of the bubbles is not high: with bubble fractions 𝜙𝑏 < 0.1
we observed minimal visual difference between the two. However,
as bubble fractions 𝜙𝑏 get closer to 1, the inertia unaware approach
tends to experience convergence issues and occasionally leads to
instabilities as shown in Figure 6, while the inertia aware results
remain stable. Figure 7 also demonstrates velocity convergence plots
for a single bubble simulated with both techniques.
The inertia aware approach accounts for bubble inertia but still

fails to fully resolve for the drag between 𝒗 and 𝒖, as 𝒖 is dragged
only with respect to 𝒗𝑘 , and 𝒗 is not dragged at all. Incorporating
fully implicit treatment of drag into the system of equations (19), (20),
and (21) can be done similar to [Fei et al. 2018]; we leave it for future
work, as it would complicate the implementation considerably. We
have found using \ = 0.5 to be a reliable compromise between

Fig. 6. A bubble inertia unaware simulation (left) experiences convergence
issues and instabilities when the content of air is high (𝜙𝑏 = 0.7). These issues
are manifest as streaky artifacts from fast moving particles. In contrast, an
inertia aware simulation (right) remains stable. ©Wētā FX.
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Fig. 7. The inertia aware (\ = 1) approach tends to exhibit better conver-
gence properties than the inertia unaware (\ = 0) one. Here a bubble was
placed at the center of an Eulerian grid voxel of size 6.25 mm, and its radius
was chosen such that the bubble fractions at the adjacent faces would be
𝜙𝑏 = 0.9. The initial velocity was set to 100 cm/s upwards. The simulation
was run for one timestep of size 1/24 s with the bubble velocity recorded
for each Newton iteration. ©Wētā FX.

“locked” and “freely sliding” bubbles, which consistently delivers
stable results.
The equations of motion (6), (7), and (3) are not well-defined

when bubble fractions 𝜙𝑏 become equal to 1. Practically, nothing
prevents a user from packing a large number bubbles into a single
voxel and even exceeding 1. And if not on purpose, this can happen
sporadically as the bubbles drift over the course of a simulation.
To deal with this inconvenience, we introduce a clamp 𝜙max

𝑏
on

what the maximum 𝜙𝑏 is allowed to be. Typically, we would have it
set to a value between 0.3 and 0.7, depending on the maximum air
saturation we expect a simulation to have. We then compute

𝑠 = max

(
𝜙𝑏

𝜙max
𝑏

, 1

)
,

which signifies the excessive relative amount of air on each face. 𝜙𝑏
is then replaced by 𝜙𝑏/𝑠 ≤ 𝜙max

𝑏
. Additionally, 𝑠 is interpolated to

the particles, and their volumes are divided by it for the duration
of the timestep to ensure momentum-conserving buoyancy force
exchange.

4 GUIDED BUBBLES
It is often advantageous to simulate bubbles as a secondary sim-
ulation to enhance a pre-cached bulk water simulation. Running
bubble simulations without having to simultaneously simulate a
very expensive high-resolution bulk water reduces iteration time
and gives artists more granular control. This workflow is especially
important in production scenarios where the look of the bulk water
has already been approved and the artist would like to add bubble
effects without affecting the bulk water. However, simply driving
bubble dynamics by drag and buoyancy forces with respect to the
bulk fluid unidirectionally results in a disconnected look that then
requires significant artist tuning to improve. To solve this problem
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Foam particle

Bubble particle

Bulk water surface

Inverted surface collider

Sparse fluid tile

Pressure boundary

Velocity boundary

Bulk water velocity

Fig. 8. Schematic representation of our guided bubble simulation approach
shown in 2D for clarity. Bubbles are coupledwith a fluid sparsely represented
in their vicinity. The fluid is influenced by an existing bulk water cache
through velocity and pressure boundary conditions. Additionally, the bulk
water surface is inverted and used as a collider. Bubbles that reach the bulk
water surface are either discarded or turned into foam. ©Wētā FX.

we introduce our guided bubble simulation method. This approach
provides high-fidelity collective bubble effects with the benefits of
running as a secondary simulation.
We achieve a natural looking bubble-water interaction by creat-

ing a sparse, two-way coupled, volumetric fluid simulation around
bubble regions that are guided by an existing bulk water motion
through boundary conditions; see Figure 8. This method effectively
performs a local re-simulation of fluid in the vicinity of the bubbles.
We use a tiled approach to allocate the fluid volume around bubble
particles at each timestep, where a tile of fluid, typically 8 × 8 × 8
voxels in size, is created if there are bubbles inside of it. Additional
layers of tiles may be added for extra padding. We have found that
setting the voxel size of the sparse fluid volume to be 1-2x the voxel
size of the original bulk water simulation works well.
We set the boundary conditions on the borders of the sparse

volume based on an existing bulk water cache that surrounds the
sparse volume. Therefore, as we solve for the sparse fluid and bub-
ble velocities as previously described in Section 3, these boundary
conditions effectively guide the simulation and connect it to the
surrounding bulk water.
Enforcing a velocity boundary condition on the boundary faces

of the sparse fluid volume using pre-cached bulk water velocity
provides natural-looking fluid currents. However using pure Neu-
mann boundary conditions in the pressure solve is generally ill-
defined. And while the null modes can be projected out gracefully,
see [Bridson 2015], discretization errors may still lead to undesirable
compression or expansion effects. Enforcing a pressure boundary
condition does not have that problem, but it struggles to faithfully
represent the motion of the bulk water. We thus choose to enforce
the velocity boundary condition on the vertical boundary faces of
the sparse fluid domain, and the pressure boundary condition in the
voxels that are immediately in contact with the horizontal faces. We
also use the bulk fluid surface as a collider, to guarantee no normal
motion with respect to it.

Figure 9 provides an example simulation using our guided ap-
proach and compares it to the unidirectional one. The benefits of
the guided approach are clearly apparent, with the fine detail and
vorticity lost in the absence of proper coupling.

5 BUBBLE EMISSION
We have described how to simulate high-fidelity collective bubble
effects using our guided, two-way coupled approach. However, an
aspect that is often overlooked in simulation literature is emission:
when should we emit bubbles, and how should they be initialized?
Because we focus on the goal of providing an end-to-end simula-
tion method that produces believable results and does not require
significant parameter tuning, we regard the importance of emis-
sion similarly to the simulation method itself. We take a principled
approach to examine the properties of the bulk simulation, which
we then use to perform bubble emission. This provides the natural,
connected look we seek and works well across many scenarios. The
combination of emission and simulation ultimately determines the
intricate distributions, shapes, and motion that are crucial to the
final look of bubbles and foam.
We will first describe our physically based “aeration” metric,

which is based on [Gualtieri et al. 2008] and introduced here to
the graphics community. Aeration determines where bubbles are
emitted. We then describe how to determine the quantity of bubbles
to create and what their radii should be. With a plausibly varied
distribution of bubble radii and drag/buoyancy balance having a
different effect across scales, we achieve the interesting behaviors
discussed in Section 3.5.

5.1 Aeration
[Gualtieri et al. 2008] argues that entrainment of air in a liquid
happens when the local shear stress exceeds that of surface tension.
Consequently, we define the dimensionless aeration metric

A =
2𝐻𝑎𝜌𝑤 ∥ [𝒖] ⊗ [𝒖] ∥𝐹

𝜋𝛾
, (27)

by dividing instantaneous Reynolds stress 𝜌𝑤 ∥ [𝒖] ⊗ [𝒖] ∥𝐹 by sur-
face tension pressure 𝜋𝛾/2𝐻𝑎. Here 𝛾 , 𝐻 , 𝑎, and [𝒖] are the surface

Fig. 9. Using a pre-cached bulk water motion to drive a bubble simulation
unidirectionally (left) has significantly less motion detail and vorticity than
our guided technique (right), which re-simulates fluid on a sparsely allocated
set of tiles (middle) local to and two-way coupled with the bubbles. Coupling
also yields the characteristic collective effect where denser groups of bubbles
rise faster than they otherwise would individually, thus preventing them
from getting “stuck” at the bottom. ©Wētā FX.
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tension coefficient of water, water surfacemean curvature, character-
istic area of deformation, and local velocity fluctuation, respectively.
⊗ and ∥ · ∥𝐹 denote the outer product and matrix Frobenius norm.
With this formulation, an aeration value A ≳ 1 indicates an onset
of air entrainment.

We calculate velocity fluctuation as the distance from the averaged
velocity value 𝒖

[𝒖] = 𝒖 − 𝒖, (28)

where 𝒖 is obtained by applying a low-pass convolution filter 𝑔 in
space and time to the bulk fluid velocity field 𝒖

𝒖 (𝒙, 𝑡) =
∫
R3

∫ ∞

−∞
𝒖 (𝒚, 𝜏)𝑔(𝒙 −𝒚, 𝑡 − 𝜏)𝑑𝜏𝑑𝒚. (29)

We approximate equation (29) by using a simple box filter of size Δ𝑥
in space and Δ𝑡 in time. The averaged velocity then gets computed
at the center of a voxel 𝒊 as

𝒖𝑛𝒊 =
1
4

𝑛∑︁
𝑚=𝑛−1

∑︁
(𝒋,𝛼) ∈Ω ( 𝒊)

𝑢𝑚𝒋,𝛼 𝒆𝛼 . (30)

where superscripts 𝑛 and𝑚 denote evaluation at the corresponding
timestep, and Ω( 𝒊) is the set of 6 faces (𝒋, 𝛼) of a voxel 𝒊. The velocity
fluctuation then becomes

[𝒖]𝑛𝒊 =
1
4

∑︁
(𝒋,𝛼) ∈Ω ( 𝒊)

(
𝑢𝑛𝒋,𝛼 − 𝑢

𝑛−1
𝒋,𝛼

)
𝒆𝛼 . (31)

Mean curvature 𝐻 can be computed directly from the distance
field Φ(𝒙, 𝑡) associated with the fluid surface as

𝐻 (𝒙, 𝑡) = −1
2
∇ ·

( ∇Φ(𝒙, 𝑡)
∥∇Φ(𝒙, 𝑡)∥

)
, (32)

and we set the characteristic surface area 𝑎 = (Δ𝑥)2. Combining
all of the above, the aeration A𝑛

𝒊 can readily be obtained. We pre-
compute volumetric aeration during bulk fluid simulation and sam-
ple it later for bubble emission.

Larger values ofA correspond to more air being entrained. How-
ever, this does not give a quantitative estimate of the actual air vol-
ume. We thus define the target volume fraction to be filled with bub-
bles via a remap of A from the user-provided range [Amin,Amax]
to [0, 𝜙max

𝑏
]

𝜙
target
𝑏

= 𝜙max
𝑏

A −Amin
Amax − Amin

, (33)

so (Δ𝑥)3𝜙 target
𝑏

represents how much air is to be entrained in a
single voxel. Values Amin and Amax represent the main artistic
controls for adjusting the target emission volume and are typically
set in the [1, 100] range.

Equation (27) reduces the typical artist workflow from combining
multiple emission heuristics such as velocity, curvature, and vortic-
ity, into a single, physically meaningful measure. Note however that
any single heuristic based only on the liquid flow will always be in-
sufficient to realistically represent real air entrainment; an example
of this is whitecap formation on an ocean surface, as in addition to
fluid parameters it is also influenced by the local wind speed.

5.2 Bubble random distribution function
The aeration heuristic indicates where bubbles should be created,
but not what sizes they should be. The process of entrainment is
complex: large air regions quickly break down into smaller bub-
bles, and the final bubble sizes are dependent on the local fluid
properties, such as surface tension, surfactant concentration, and
shear stress. We thus define our bubble size distribution based on
the quantitative analysis done by [Deike et al. 2016]. They found
that bubble sizes after a breaking wave can be approximated by an
inverse cubic distribution. As such, we define the non-normalized
bubble size probability density function𝑄 (𝑟 ) = 1/𝑟3 as the measure
of the likelihood of a bubble with radius 𝑟 to form. We integrate
it analytically given a radius range 𝑟 ∈ [𝑟min, 𝑟max] to obtain the
cumulative distribution function

R(𝑟 ) =
𝑟2max
𝑟2

𝑟2 − 𝑟2min
𝑟2max − 𝑟2min

. (34)

This function is monotonic and has a unique inverse R−1. Thus, a
random radius can be obtained as 𝑟𝑋 = R−1 (𝑋 ) from a uniformly
sampled variable 𝑋 ∈ [0, 1]. In our examples we have bubbles
ranging from one to a few millimeters in size.
The emission algorithm proceeds as follows. Since entrainment

can only happen near the surface, we iterate over all voxels and
discard the ones that aremore than 2Δ𝑥 away from thewater surface.
For each of the remaining voxels, we compute the residual volume
(𝜙 target

𝑏
− 𝜙𝑏 ) (Δ𝑥)3. We then repeatedly sample R and create new

bubbles until the total target volume is reached.
If new bubble positions are chosen uniformly within a voxel,

clear boundaries are visible between voxels with different aeration
values. We resolve this by sampling the uniform distribution within
a voxel multiple times and adding the off-center displacements
together. Assuming independence of samples, we effectively replace
a sharp indicator function of a voxel by a linear or quadratic B-spline,
corresponding to adding 2 and 3 samples respectively. Note, that
this approach inevitably creates bubbles outside of their intended
voxel, but we have not found this to be visually distracting. Any
bubble that would get emitted outside of the liquid is deleted.

6 FOAM SIMULATION
With a robust underwater bubble emission and simulation method
that can produce convincing aerated water effects, we will now
address the behavior of foam; that is, bubbles that have reached the
water surface. Rather than formulating a complex monolithic foam
model that captures many types of foam, we focus our method on
“wet” foam which is typical of the water scenarios we target. The
assumption of wet foam allows us to take a principled, yet simplified
approach by modeling the foam as a viscous fluid. Our foam is
constrained to the water surface using a method we introduce called
manifold advection. These simplifications reduce the complexity of
our technique, allowing it to efficiently scale to large-scale scenarios
while maintaining high-fidelity foam shapes and motion that are
seamlessly integrated with the water surface.
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6.1 Physics
The Bingham constitutive model is a common modeling choice for
foam ([Kroezen et al. 1988; Weaire and Hutzler 2001]) and separates
the rheology of foam into two distinct regimes. Under small pertur-
bations the foam exhibits elastic behavior. It is characterized by the
foam bubbles forming a lattice structure that locks each individual
bubble in place. As the internal elastic stress reaches a yield stress
value 𝜎𝑦 , it is no longer possible for the structure to hold its shape,
and the foam flows, exhibiting plastic behavior.
Strictly speaking, foam flow is not continuous. As the critical

stress is reached, some bubbleswill—almost instantaneously—reorder
themselves to a new topology with lower potential energy. A single
topology change event tends to trigger other bubbles to reorder
in a cascade, which eventually causes the material tension to fall
below the point of yielding. Accurately modeling these events is
challenging as they are affected by a myriad of microscopic param-
eters such as bubble size, surfactant concentration, and liquid-to-air
ratio. What is more, the bubbles themselves are often unstable and
can burst at any moment, making accurate modeling even more
challenging.
One important metric of foam is that of wetness, which is mea-

sured as the ratio between liquid and gas in a sufficiently large local
volume and may vary spatially. For example, when pouring a glass
of carbonated beverage a thick layer of foam forms. Gravity will
cause the liquid to be drained from the top layers, causing the foam
to be relatively more wet at the bottom. Wetness has an important
effect on the flowing properties of foam as it affects the yield stress
𝜎𝑦 . A quantitative value of this relationship will depend on the
particular foam in question, but generally 𝜎𝑦 decreases as wetness
increases.

Wetness affects the shapes of individual bubbles as demonstrated
in [Dunne et al. 2017], Figure 2. When foam is dry the lack of
liquid between bubbles tends to deform the bubbles into patterns
resembling a Voronoi diagram. A higher liquid content allows the
bubbles to staymore spherical. It is not possible to directly determine
the liquid-to-air ratio from the shapes of the bubbles in general; as
even if they are nearly spherical, if large differences in bubble sizes
are present, dry foams can still be formed by packing tiny bubbles
in between large ones.

From the close-up sea foam reference in Figure 10 we glean two
things: a) the bubbles look roughly spherical and b) they are similar
in size. We will take these empirical observations and claim that the
foams we are interested in modeling are wet. As a consequence, we

Fig. 10. A reference image of ocean foam in Hawaii. ©Wētā FX.

argue that we can take 𝜎𝑦 = 0 from here on, and hence ignore the
elasticity of foam, to model it simply as a viscous fluid. While this
approximation cannot reproduce certain features like thick stacking
foams, such as those seen in carbonated beverages or during certain
sea conditions, we show that it is sufficient to model a large range of
common whitewater scenarios in our examples. This simplification
also affords us the ability to scale to large production-level scenarios
which would be difficult with a more complex model.

6.2 Foam as a viscous fluid
We approximate the motion of foam as that of a Newtonian fluid

𝜌
𝐷𝒗

𝐷𝑡
= −∇𝑃 + `∇2𝒗 + 𝒈, (35)

where 𝐷
𝐷𝑡

is the material derivative and 𝒗, 𝜌 , 𝑃 , and ` are foam
velocity, density, pressure, and viscosity, respectively. Additional
forces that may also be present on the right hand side of the equation
(35), such as cohesion, which we will introduce below.

Pressure arises from individual bubble-bubble interactions, and it
would make sense to use as an equation of state that of an ideal gas
with 𝑃 = ^𝜌 for some stiffness coefficient ^. However, the strong
elastic forces that would keep dry foam together are not present,
due to the assumption of the foam being wet. When pairs of bubbles
are pulled apart, the large reservoir of water that is available by
being at the fluid surface ensures that individual bubbles keep their
shape, and the foam freely separates rather than stretches. As a
result, low pressure regions are unlikely to form in such foams. We
remove these zones from the equation of state by clamping pressure
in areas where density is lower than the rest density 𝜌0, and define

𝑃 = max(^ (𝜌 − 𝜌0), 0) . (36)
Viscosity is the emergent behavior from the bubble topology

change events mentioned earlier, and its value will increase with
the number of topology change events in any particular foam. It is
therefore dependent on the average bubble diameter of the foam:
a foam with smaller bubbles will exhibit higher apparent viscosity
than that of a foam with comparatively larger bubble sizes.

6.3 Smoothed particle hydrodynamics
We represent foam as a set of points P. Each point 𝑝 ∈ P stores
position 𝒙𝑝 , velocity 𝒗𝑝 , and radius 𝑟𝑝 . In the derivations below
we also use volume 𝑉𝑝 and mass𝑚𝑝 , but those are calculated from
the radius assuming particles are perfect spheres and have uniform
density 𝜌0. The equation of motion (35) reduces to

𝑚𝑝

d𝒗𝑝
d𝑡

= 𝑭𝑝 , (37)

where 𝑭𝑝 represents the collective effect of all forces acting upon a
particle 𝑝 , such as pressure and viscosity. Although the air inside of
bubbles can diffuse through the bubble membrane, we choose not
to model this behavior to reduce complexity, and we leave this type
of interaction for future work. As a result, the mass and radius of
each particle are considered constant.

SPH creates continuous fields 𝐴(𝒙) from discrete particle values
𝐴𝑝 , via an interpolation kernel𝑊 (𝒙, ℎ) with finite support radius ℎ

𝐴(𝒙) =
∑︁
𝑞∈P

𝑉𝑞𝐴𝑞𝑊 (𝒙 − 𝒙𝑞, ℎ𝑞) .
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Fig. 11. A wedge of different SPH parameters. Increasing cohesion𝐶 (bottom
left) leads to particles clumping together faster, while increasing 𝛽𝑐 (bottom
right) results in larger clumps. Higher viscosity values (top right) dampen
the relative motion between particles, which is characteristic of foams made
out of smaller bubbles. ©Wētā FX.

Similarly, gradients are calculated by

∇𝐴(𝒙) =
∑︁
𝑞∈P

𝑉𝑞𝐴𝑞∇𝑊 (𝒙 − 𝒙𝑞, ℎ𝑞) .

Typically,𝑊 (𝒙, ℎ) is symmetric and only depends on the magnitude
of 𝒙 . Note that the support varies per particle, and is calculated
as a multiplier of the radius ℎ𝑝 = 𝛽𝑟𝑝 , where 𝛽 is a user-defined
constant. To ensure symmetric calculations between points 𝑝 and 𝑞
we average the support radius as

ℎ𝑝𝑞 =
ℎ𝑝 + ℎ𝑞

2
, (38)

and define𝑊𝑝𝑞 =𝑊 (𝒙𝑝 − 𝒙𝑞, ℎ𝑝𝑞).

6.4 Forces
We will now discuss forces acting on a foam particle. As in a typical
SPH formalism they will be presented as per-particle accelerations.

Pressure. Acceleration due to pressure 𝒂𝑃𝑝 is calculated using the
numerically stable formulation from [Monaghan 1992]

𝒂𝑃𝑝 = −
∑︁
𝑞∈P

𝑚𝑞

(𝑃𝑝
𝜌2𝑝
+
𝑃𝑞

𝜌2𝑞

)
∇𝑊𝑝𝑞, (39)

where the smoothed density 𝜌𝑝 is computed as

𝜌𝑝 =
∑︁
𝑞∈P

𝑚𝑞𝑊𝑝𝑞 (40)

and pressure is calculated using equation (36). The clamp in equa-
tion (36) is also a common way to improve stability of SPH pres-
sure forces in low-density regions [Akinci et al. 2013]. We use
^ = 0.5 m2s−2 in all our simulations.

Viscosity. We follow the suggestion from [Monaghan 1992] and
define viscous acceleration as

𝒂
`
𝑝 =

{
−∑

𝑞∈P𝑚𝑞Π𝑝𝑞∇𝑊𝑝𝑞, if 𝒗𝑝𝑞 · 𝒙𝑝𝑞 < 0,
0, if 𝒗𝑝𝑞 · 𝒙𝑝𝑞 ≥ 0,

(41)

where

Π𝑝𝑞 = `
2ℎ𝑝𝑞

𝜌𝑝 + 𝜌𝑞
𝒗𝑝𝑞 · 𝒙𝑝𝑞
∥𝒙𝑝𝑞 ∥2 + b2

, (42)

and we define𝒘𝑝𝑞 = 𝒘𝑝 −𝒘𝑞 for an arbitrary vector𝒘 . Parameter b
ensures the acceleration stays bounded as 𝒙𝑝𝑞 → 0, and is typically
set to 0.1ℎ𝑝𝑞 . The condition 𝒗𝑝𝑞 · 𝒙𝑝𝑞 ≥ 0 is the SPH equivalent of
∇ · 𝒗 ≥ 0. Equation (41) is an artifical viscosity formulation, and the
parameter ` relates to the speed of sound of the material. All of our
results, except for the examples shown in Figure 11, have been run
using ` = 0.05 m/s.

Cohesion. Cohesion helps capture bubble-bubble attraction forces
that are often seen for bubbles on a liquid surface. This phenomenon
is sometimes called the “cheerios effect” [Vella andMahadevan 2005]
and is caused by the liquid meniscus formed around each bubble
having a surface that is not flat. The fluid buoyancy will tend to
push bubbles up along the slanted surface, causing them to cluster.
Although it would be tempting to use SPH particle geometry to
estimate local surface deformation, we leave it for future work and
use a simple cohesion force instead.
In the SPH literature there are plenty of cohesion-like forces to

choose from, such as [Akinci et al. 2013; He et al. 2014]. We use a
formulation inspired by [Becker and Teschner 2007] and define the
acceleration due to cohesion as

𝒂𝑐𝑝 = −𝐶
∑︁
𝑞∈P

𝑉𝑝
𝑫𝑝𝑞

ℎ𝑐𝑝𝑞
𝑊 (𝒙𝑝 − 𝒙𝑞, ℎ𝑐𝑝𝑞), (43)

with two differences. Firstly, our formulation uses the effective
distance 𝑫𝑝𝑞 = 𝒙𝑝𝑞−(𝑟𝑝 +𝑟𝑞)

𝒙𝑝𝑞
∥𝒙𝑝𝑞 ∥ instead of the distance between

particle centers. This limits the compression caused by cohesion, and
removes the need to increase pressure stiffness as cohesion stiffness
increases. Secondly, we divide by the support radius, similar to
[Akinci et al. 2013]. The cohesion support radius ℎ𝑐𝑝 = 𝛽𝑐𝑟𝑝 for
some user input 𝛽𝑐 may be chosen differently from the support ℎ𝑝
used for pressure and viscosity computations. This is because we
have found both the support radius and the cohesion strength 𝐶 to
be important artistic controls to addresss look requirements. The
division by ℎ𝑐𝑝𝑞 ensures that the potential energy stays bounded
with changes in the support radius.

Fluid surface drag. Liquid velocity 𝒖 has a significant impact on
the dynamics of foam. For 𝒖 ≠ 𝒗𝑝 there will be a thin liquid layer
with height 𝑑 over which a viscous force would act to reduce the
difference [Persson and Dahlberg 1994]. Instead of providing the
characteristic height 𝑑 and viscosity as user parameters, we express
the interaction as a linear drag acceleration

𝒂Φ = 𝜒Φ
(
𝒖 (𝒙𝑝 ) − 𝒗𝑝

)
, (44)

for some user-defined drag rate 𝜒Φ with units [1/s]. Superscript
Φ signifies that the force is applied along the surface of the fluid,
which corresponds to the manifold constraint Φ = 0 introduced later.
Equation (44) is meaningful for any 𝜒Φ ≥ 0, however in practice
the range is more limited. If 𝜒Φ is “too high” the foam will tend
to override any other material forces, causing a “stringy” look as
particles are trapped in fluid vortices at the surface. Conversely, if
the value is “too low” the foam will slide. We have found a useful
range to be between 0.05 s−1 and 0.5 s−1.
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Fig. 12. Plot of density ratio [ = 𝜌𝑝/𝜌0 and average particle count 𝑁avg
with support radiusℎ = 𝛽𝑟 for an infinite plane of perfectly packed particles
of radius 𝑟 and the kernel from [Monaghan 1992]. ©Wētā FX.

The total force per-particle 𝑭𝑝 is obtained by adding the contri-
butions of pressure, viscosity, cohesion, drag, and gravity

𝑭𝑝 =𝑚𝑝 (𝒂𝑃𝑝 + 𝒂
`
𝑝 + 𝒂𝑐𝑝 + 𝒂Φ𝑝 + 𝒈) . (45)

Examples of the different dynamic behaviors that can be achieved
with the proposed SPH formulation can be seen in Figure 11.

6.5 SPH kernel considerations
We employ the cubic kernel suggested by [Monaghan 1992] defined
as𝑊 (𝒙, ℎ) = ℎ−3𝜔 (2∥𝒙 ∥/ℎ) and

𝜔 (𝑞) = 1
𝜋


1 − 3

2𝑞
2 + 3

4𝑞
3, 0 ≤ 𝑞 ≤ 1

1
4 (2 − 𝑞)

3, 1 ≤ 𝑞 ≤ 2,
0, 𝑞 > 2.

(46)

We note that with this formulation the support radius ℎ represents
the least upper bound of ∥𝒙 ∥ for which𝑊 (𝒙, ℎ) > 0.

We would like the particles to be optimally packed on the water
surface to create connected foam regions. We thus analyze the
following simplified scenario: an infinite plane of optimally packed
spherical particles of the same radius 𝑟 . For any particle 𝑝 it is
then possible to calculate the density ratio [ = 𝜌𝑝/𝜌0 analytically.
Assuming the particles are confined to the XY-plane, the position
𝒙𝑙𝑚 of a particle with index (𝑙,𝑚) ∈ Z2 in the lattice space is1

𝒙𝑙𝑚 = (2𝑙 +𝑚 mod 2,
√
3𝑚, 0)𝑟 .

Each particle has an identical neighbourhood due to symmetry,
and can be chosen to analyse the density. Let Γ(𝑙,𝑚) be the set of
particles that have ∥𝒙𝑙𝑚 ∥ < ℎ. The density ratio for the particle at
the origin is then

[ =
∑︁

𝑞∈Γ (𝑙,𝑚)
𝑉𝑞𝑊 (𝒙𝑙𝑚, ℎ) . (47)

The ratio[ is independent of density 𝜌0 and only depends on 𝛽 = ℎ/𝑟
and the choice of kernel. This can be seen by noting that 𝑉𝑞/ℎ3 =
4𝜋/3𝛽3 and that the argument of 𝜔 is unitless. The configuration is
at rest when [ = 1; that is, no pressure forces are active. And since

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close-packing_of_equal_spheres

we would like the bubble particles to be perfectly packed on the
fluid surface when at equilibrium we define

𝜌0 =
𝜌 𝑓

[ (𝛽) , (48)

given the user-provided foam density 𝜌 𝑓 and a value of 𝛽 . We have
consistently used 𝜌 𝑓 = 1 kg/m3 and 𝛽 = 4 in this work.

For the same perfectly packed scenario, equation (47) can also be
used to calculate the expected number of particles inside of a sphere
of radius ℎ ([Dehnen and Aly 2012]) as

𝑁avg = 𝛽3[. (49)
Both [ and 𝑁avg as functions of 𝛽 are shown in Figure 12.

6.6 Foam and water surface interaction
We are interested in the treatment of foam on top of a liquid inter-
face, and in that pursuit it is essential that we have a robust and
stable formulation that ensures that the foam accurately follows
said interface. Gas bubbles by a liquid interface are at rest due to
equilibrium between gravity, buoyancy, and surface tension forces
[Vella and Mahadevan 2005]; but explicitly computing these forces
and ensuring a stable balance is challenging. The scale of real-world
bubbles is often orders of magnitudes smaller than the distance a
fluid travels in a single timestep for typical graphics applications;
and buoyancy and surface tension are especially difficult to resolve
due to their reliance on an accurate representation of the fluid in-
terface. We thus eliminate the normal component of all forces and
replace those by a constraint, limiting the motion of foam particles
to the surface.
Let Φ(𝒙, 𝑡) be a signed distance field that represents the liquid

surface evolving with velocity 𝒖 (𝒙, 𝑡). The normal 𝑵 and tangent 𝑻
components of a vector𝒘 at location 𝒙 and time 𝑡 with respect to Φ
are defined as

𝑵 (𝒘, 𝒙, 𝑡) =
(
∇Φ(𝒙, 𝑡) ·𝒘

)
∇Φ(𝒙, 𝑡), (50)

𝑻 (𝒘, 𝒙, 𝑡) = 𝒘 − 𝑵 (𝒘, 𝒙, 𝑡). (51)

The analysis hereafter is independent of which particular particle
is being observed, and particle subscript 𝑝 is omitted for brevity. We

Fig. 13. 40m×40m region of foam simulated on top of a procedurally gener-
ated fluid surface using [Horvath 2015], showing that our foam method is
not limited to close-up scenarios. This is possible due to the fast convergence
of our manifold advection algorithm, removing the need to resolve the force
equilibrium along the surface normal. ©Wētā FX.
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want to enforce
Φ(𝒙, 𝑡) = 0 (52)

for every foam particle at all times.We call equation (52) themanifold
advection constraint. Note that it explicitly limits us to only simulate
foams that do not stack on the surface. In order to enforce the
constraint we introduce a Lagrange multiplier _ and let

𝑭𝑵 = _∇Φ(𝒙, 𝑡) . (53)

Physically, 𝑭𝑵 is the force normal to the manifold that will ensure
each bubble stays on the surface Φ = 0. The tangential motion along
the manifold is governed by all other forces 𝑭 from equation (45).

Although 𝑭 may not be in the tangent space of the manifold, due
to 𝑭𝑵 , all acceleration in the normal direction that would violate
equation (52) will be canceled out. For this reason we explicitly
define the projection of the forces to the tangent space

𝑭𝑻 = 𝑻 (𝑭 , 𝒙, 𝑡), (54)

and the full equations of motion for foam can be written as

𝑚
d𝒗
d𝑡

= 𝑭𝑵 + 𝑭𝑻 ,

d𝒙
d𝑡

= 𝒗,

Φ(𝒙, 𝑡) = 0.

(55)

6.7 Time integration
We will integrate equation (55) for each particle individually, by
separating the tangential force term

𝒗𝑛 = 𝒗𝑛 + Δ𝑡

𝑚
𝑭𝑛𝑻 , (56)

from advection subject to the manifold advection constraint

𝒗𝑛+1 = 𝒗𝑛 + Δ𝑡

𝑚
𝑭𝑛𝑵 ,

𝒙𝑛+1 = 𝒙𝑛 + Δ𝑡𝒗𝑛+1,
Φ(𝒙𝑛+1, 𝑡𝑛+1) = 0.

(57)

We add a superscript 𝑛 to signify evaluation at time 𝑡𝑛 . The con-
straint in system (57) is taken with respect to the manifold at time
𝑡𝑛+1 to ensure the particle is on the surface at the end of the simula-
tion step.

All forces 𝑭 are computed explicitly from equations (54) and (45),
so calculating 𝒗𝑛 is trivial. However, [Morgenroth et al. 2020] warn
of potential dampening effects resulting from operator splitting
the velocity update into force application and re-projection to the
tangent space of the manifold. This can easily be seen by imagining
a particle traveling on a trajectory constrained to a sphere, and

ALGORITHM 1: Manifold advection
for step n do

Require Φ(𝒙𝑛, 𝑡𝑛) = 0, 𝑣𝑛−1𝑻
Calculate 𝑭𝑛

�̂�𝑛 ← 𝒗𝑛 + Δ𝑡
𝑚

𝑭𝑛
𝑻 + Δ𝒗

𝑛
𝑅

𝑣𝑛𝑻 ← ∥𝑻
𝑛 (�̂�𝑛) ∥

Solve Φ(�̂� (𝛼), 𝑡𝑛+1) = 0
𝒗𝑛+1 ← (𝒙𝑛+1 − 𝒙𝑛)/Δ𝑡

end

Fig. 14. The coupling presented in Section 3 is not limited to Eulerian fluids.
Here bubbles (blue) are coupled with a FLIP fluid; and once they reach
the surface, they transition into foam (white) and are simulated using SPH
with manifold advection. Natural foam detail forms as the bubbles rise and
impart significant inertia to the fluid. ©Wētā FX.

gradually losing all its velocity as it traces a 𝜋
2 arc. [Morgenroth

et al. 2020] argue that to mitigate this effect the velocity magnitude
in the absence of external forces should be preserved, which im-
plies rotating the velocity vector instead of projecting it. We thus
introduce an additional velocity correction term

Δ𝒗𝑛𝑅 =

(
∥𝑻𝑛−1 (𝒗𝑛−1)∥
∥𝑻𝑛 (𝒗𝑛)∥ − 1

)
𝑻𝑛 (𝒗𝑛),

and instead of (56) compute

𝒗𝑛 = 𝒗𝑛 + Δ𝑡

𝑚
𝑭𝑛𝑻 + Δ𝒗

𝑛
𝑅, (58)

to compensate for velocity magnitude loss due to re-projection.
Here we have introduced 𝑻𝑛 (𝒘) = 𝑻 (𝒘, 𝒙𝑛, 𝑡𝑛), for an arbitrary
vector 𝒘 . One can indeed confirm that in the absence of forces
𝑭𝑛𝑻 tangential velocity magnitude is preserved, that is ∥𝑻𝑛 (𝒗𝑛)∥ =
∥𝑻𝑛−1 (𝒗𝑛−1)∥. We store the value 𝑣𝑛𝑻 = ∥𝑻𝑛 (𝒗𝑛)∥ to be used during
velocity correction on next timestep.

Next we need to integrate the system (57). We do so by using a
standard Newton-Raphson solver. Although not strictly necessary,
the solver converges significantly quicker if only the tangential part
of the velocity 𝑻𝑛 (𝒗𝑛) from equation (58) is used, which constitutes
the projection to the manifold tangent space discussed above. It
also has a negligible effect on the final solution, as 𝑭𝑵 will remove
normal motion that does not conform to equation (52) anyway. Ad-
ditionally, we replace _ by a new unknown 𝛼 =𝑚_/Δ𝑡2 to simplify
the notations. The unknown position as a function of 𝛼 becomes

�̂� (𝛼) = 𝒙𝑛 + 𝑻𝑛 (𝒗𝑛)Δ𝑡 + 𝛼∇Φ(𝒙𝑛, 𝑡𝑛), (59)

and needs to satisfy Φ(�̂� (𝛼), 𝑡𝑛+1) = 0. The Newton iteration can
then be expressed as

𝛼𝑘+1 = 𝛼𝑘 − Φ(�̂� (𝛼𝑘 ), 𝑡𝑛+1)
𝛼𝑘∇Φ(�̂� (𝛼𝑘 ), 𝑡𝑛+1) · ∇Φ(𝒙𝑛, 𝑡𝑛)

. (60)

A natural initial guess is given by 𝛼0 = Δ𝑡 ∥𝑵 (𝒖 (𝒙𝑛, 𝑡𝑛), 𝒙𝑛, 𝑡𝑛)∥
which is the distance the fluid surface would travel in the normal
direction over a simulation step.
We found that typically 2-3 iterations was enough to find posi-

tions that were within 0.1 mm of the fluid surface. However, due to
potentially large topological changes that the surface may undergo,
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Fig. 15. River. A river flowing around sharp creases of a winding canyon
creates a combination of calm and dynamic regions, including waterfalls
and backdrafts. Our guided bubbles and foam simulation technique can
capture the characteristic features of these behaviors. ©Wētā FX.

it is possible to find solutions �̂� such that the particles travel unnat-
urally large distances. The most common example is an overturning
wave where spurious tunneling events may occur. In practice we
limit the maximum correction the advection algorithm may perform
using a threshold 𝜖 , and the final position is given by

𝒙𝑛+1 =

{
�̂� (𝛼𝑘 ), ∥�̂�𝑘 − �̂�0∥ ≤ 𝜖,

�̂� (𝛼0), ∥�̂�𝑘 − �̂�0∥ > 𝜖.
(61)

We have had success using 𝜖 = 0.1m for all of our simulations. The
final velocity is then computed as 𝒗𝑛+1 = (𝒙𝑛+1 − 𝒙𝑛)/Δ𝑡 . The full
procedure is outlined in Algorithm 1. A particularly challenging
example for our foam material model and manifold advection algo-
rithm is shown in Figure 13. The large swells are accurately tracked,
while not destroying the foam structure.

Due to the threshold condition in equation (61), and possibly
a chance of not converging in equation (60), a foam particle may
not end up on the surface. It is then important to run it through a
re-classification algorithm, outlined in Section 7.1.

7 GUIDED BUBBLES AND WET FOAM
We have now presented two novel and separately useful techniques
for simulating bubbles and foam, respectively. In this section we
describe our method for unifying them into a single system.
Both bubbles and foam consist of particles representing gas en-

closed by liquid. We represent these as two particle systems that
simultaneously execute their respective simulation algorithms. We
explicitly move particles between the two groups and transfer their
momentum as they meet the criteria detailed below.

7.1 Transitions
Let P be the set of all particles, bubbles and foam included. At the
end of timestep 𝑛 we define

S = {𝑝 : ∥Φ(𝒙𝑛𝑝 , 𝑡𝑛)∥ ≤ 𝑟𝑝 }
C = {𝑝 : sign(Φ(𝒙𝑛𝑝 , 𝑡𝑛)) ≠ sign(Φ(𝒙𝑛−1𝑝 , 𝑡𝑛−1)}
U = {𝑝 : Φ(𝒙𝑛𝑝 , 𝑡𝑛) < 0}.

(62)

S contains the particles that are within their own radius from the
water surface, C represents the ones that have crossed the surface
during the timestep, and U the ones that are contained inside of
the water SDF. Internally, we represent S, C, and U as bitmasks
stored per particle. We can then decide whether a particle 𝑝 should
be treated as part of foam group F , or bubble group B; or deleted
using Algorithm 2.
Any particle moving from B to F is projected onto the surface

Φ to ensure that the initial condition for the manifold constraint
equation (52) is satisfied at the start of the next timestep. Generally
speaking, the momentum of such a particle cannot be preserved
through transition, since it is now constrained to the liquid sur-
face. Thus, we specify how much momentum to conserve using a
parameter Z ∈ [0, 1]

𝒗𝑛after = (Z − 1)∥𝒗
𝑛
before∥

𝑻𝑛 (𝒗𝑛before)
∥𝑻𝑛 (𝒗𝑛before)∥

,

where subscripts ‘before’ and ‘after’ indicate the velocity of the
particle before and after the transition, respectively. All of our sim-
ulations use Z = 0.7. An example of transitions performed with our
algorithm can be seen in Figure 14.

7.2 Foam bursting
There are many processes that cause foam topology to change: liquid
drainage, shear stresses, evaporation, and so on. Modeling those
effects is outside the scope of this work. Instead, we store the age
of foam particles during the simulation and let the user choose
a probability distribution function that models bursting. Using a
normal distribution defined by its mean and variance has proven to
work well in practice.

As bubbles rise up to the surface and transition into foam, large
SPH density ratios 𝜌𝑝/𝜌 𝑓 may be observed. These have a tendency
to lead to undesirably rapid expansions. We address this by pruning
newly created foam particles using the following approach. Let
𝑁P (𝒙, 𝑅) be the number of particles in P inside of a sphere with
center 𝒙 and radius 𝑅. For a newly transitioned particle 𝑝 ∈ F , we
remove it if

𝑁avg

𝑁P (𝒙𝑝 , ℎ𝑝 )
< 𝑋,

ALGORITHM 2: Particle group transitions

for 𝑝 ∈ P do
if 𝑝 ∈ S or 𝑝 ∈ C then

if 𝑝 ∈ B then
Project 𝒙𝑝 onto Φ

end
Move 𝑝 to F

else
if 𝑝 ∈ U then

Move 𝑝 to B
else

Delete 𝑝
end

end
end
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Table 3. Summary of parameters with units and ranges of values used in
our simulations.

Symbol Units Min Max Meaning
Amin,Amax 1 1 100 min/max aeration values
𝑟min, 𝑟max mm 0.5 5 min/max bubble radii
𝜙max
𝑏

1 0.3 0.7 max bubble fraction
𝜒𝑏 1 1 1 bubble drag coefficient
^ m2s−2 0.5 0.5 foam pressure stiffness
` m/s 0.05 5 foam viscosity coefficient
𝐶 m · s−2 10 100 foam cohesion coefficient
𝛽𝑐 1 5 12 foam cohesion radius
𝜒Φ s−1 0.05 0.5 foam surface drag
E(𝜏) s 1.5 2 foam lifespan mean
Var(𝜏) s2 0.5 0.5 foam lifespan variance

using a uniformly sampled variable 𝑋 ∈ [0, 1]. This means we
stochastically limit formation of new foam particles if the surface is
already saturated and perfectly packed; see equation (49).

8 RESULTS
In addition to the simple tests that we covered in previous sec-
tions, we have also simulated a variety of larger scale examples that
demonstrate the power of our method. For each of the examples we
ran a guided bubbles and foam simulation on top of a pre-baked bulk
water. We have come up with a diverse set of bulk fluid simulations
which would stress test our whitewater system in different scenarios.
We demonstrate lapping waves hitting a rocky beach scenario in
Figure 1. A large submarine emerges from under water and creates
a giant wake in Figure 2. Partially submerged spinning propellers
induce characteristic flow patterns in Figure 3. And finally, Figure 15
shows a mountain river filled with waterfalls and backdrafts.

To dial in looks, we have found only a handful of parameters need
tuning. In particular, the aeration input [Amin,Amax] and bubble
size [𝑟min, 𝑟max] ranges were necessary to adjust the underwater
bubble distributions. Cohesion𝐶 , cohesion radius 𝛽𝑐 , manifold drag
𝜒Φ, and particle lifespan helped achieve the desired foam patterns.
A summary of all parameters with their respective units and recom-
mended ranges is presented in Table 3.

Table 4 lists the simulation times and resolutions for each of the
examples. An example of the relative performance of the different
components of the solver is shown in Figure 16. Using 2-5 substeps
per frame and 1-3 Newton iterations per substep has been enough
to achieve stable results.

9 CONCLUSION
We have presented a novel method for simulating underwater bub-
bles and realistic wet foam. Our approach improves upon existing
methods by providing whitewater that is more naturally coher-
ent with the bulk fluid, while avoiding excessive expert parameter
tuning. We achieve these improvements with a holistic principled
approach that tracks bubbles from emission, to a guided two-way
underwater simulation, and finally to foam as they reach the sur-
face. Our method can efficiently scale to production-level scenarios
while providing convincing whitewater effects that hold up even
for close-ups.

Limitations. While our approach has generated a number of com-
pelling examples, we have identified several exciting areas for future
work. The current approximation only supports wet foams, which
covers a large set of applications, but certainly not all of them. Han-
dling dry, stackable foams would be an interesting future extension.
Also, our explicit SPH solver experiences instabilities when foam
particles have drastically different sizes (> 5𝑥 ). Switching to a more
robust, implicit implementation would help eliminate the issue.

The guided bubbles technique works great in open ocean scenar-
ios, but may experience unnatural compression/expansion effects if
run in tight spaces over-constrained with collision objects. Essen-
tially, there needs to be enough room for free flow through Dirichlet
pressure boundaries for the technique to function properly.

We acknowledge the large scope and implementation complexity
of our system, but we believe the benefits far outweigh the costs.
We stress that although our method is a system of three primary
components (emission, guided bubbles, and wet foam with manifold
advection), each individual component would improve existing pas-
sively advected white-water methods, and we expect that in many
cases interested readers would selectively use our techniques based
on their requirements.

We have rendered both bubbles and foam as simple spheres, but
we realize this is not practical for production use. We would like to
experiment more with volumetric rendering approaches, as well as
using texture maps to improve the look of the foam.
Lastly, this work has only considered foam and bubble compo-

nents of whitewater, but ignored spray and mist, which become
increasingly important for faithful simulation of large-scale splashes.
We note, however, that our bubble and foam technique can be com-
bined with any of the existing spray and mist techniques, such as
the ones presented in [Lesser et al. 2022; Losasso et al. 2008].
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whitewater simulation shown in Figure 2. ©Wētā FX.
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Table 4. Simulation times, resolutions, and settings for some of the examples presented in this paper. Numbers of particles, voxels, and time per frame are
reported for representative frames that correspond to the ones shown in the figures.

Example Foam count Bubble count Fluid voxels Steps/frame Newton iterations Time/frame Total frames Total time
Rocky beach 4.0M 5.5M 18.4M 4 1 1m 28s 476 9h 42m
Submarine 3.2M 1.5M 22.9M 3 3 1m 26s 376 4h 0m
Propellers 297K 347K 665K 5 1 15s 1000 3h 25m
River 1.2M 1.2M 2.7M 5 1 46s 1500 20h 26m

Coupling 0 2.5M 2.0M 2 3 20s 500 1h 17m
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